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▪ While holding the opinion that interest rates should remain low (outlook since 2006) in the future,
markets rarely move in a straight line or stay put.
▪ In general, our management team has been shrinking the level of interest rate sensitivity (duration)
in our client portfolios, and/or allowing the duration to lessen through the passage of time.
▪ As we have all watched, markets of all “stripes” move from overbought (everyone is optimistic) to
oversold (everyone is pessimistic). The interest rate markets are no different.
▪ As we have stated on many occasions over the past years, the economy cannot withstand
meaningfully and lasting periods of higher interest rate levels.
▪ While all eyes are focused on what the Federal Reserve may or may not do, longer term bond
yields have begun their ascent higher.
▪ The question now is whether or not we are in the neutral or oversold part of the trading range.
▪ To us, it is likely that yields can rise further. Using U.S. 10-year Treasury bonds as a proxy, it is
possible that yields could rise in the 2.60% to 3% range before the advance is complete.
I look forward to reporting to you in the near future.
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This document was prepared on 3/6/2015 and is not intended to be a solicitation of Firm interests. Past Performance does not guarantee future results. Investments
are subject to risk and may lose value. The information is not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, nor does it serve as an official record of your account. RSW
Investments does not render legal, accounting, or tax advice. Please consult your tax or legal advisors before taking any action that may have tax consequences.
This report has been prepared by, and reflects the views as of this date of, RSW Investments, LLC [RSW hereafter]. RSW’s views and opinions are subject to change.
Investors should consult their attorney, accountant, and/or tax professional for advice concerning their particular situation.
All views expressed in the research report accurately reflect the Managing Member’s personal views about any and all of the subject topics. No part of the Managing
Member’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the Managing Member in the research
report.
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